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Abstract 

 Hernia repair is a common surgery that repairs tissues that have torn due to strain, 

allowing the internal organs to protrude from the body cavity [1,2]. Hernioplasty, which is hernia 

repair surgery with incorporation of a mesh to prevent retearing by mechanically supporting the 

tissues, has various levels of success. Factors such as infection, comorbidities, and age all play a 

role in how quickly the body can recover. To allow the tissues to be strengthened more naturally, 

an incorporation of electrical stimulation of the tissues would encourage faster cellular 

proliferation and therefore wound healing for strengthening the soft tissues [3]. An alternating 

current (AC) that creates an electric field in the region surrounding a wound has shown in other 

studies to encourage cellular proliferation and faster healing [3-5]. Previous related research 

utilized piezoelectric materials to output small amounts of voltage by stimulating the 

piezoelectric material [6]. This output voltage has been shown to be achievable in soft tissues 

through transcutaneous medically safe 1MHz ultrasound waves stimulation of the piezoelectric 

material that mimic the effect of mechanical loading [7]. A literature review of stimulation of 

cells within soft tissue indicates that fibroblasts proliferate within a sinusoidal AC electric field 

range of 20-300 mV/mm [3-6].  

In this study, the output created by ultrasound loaded piezoelectric device was 

incorporated into a computational COMSOL® model of a conductive hernia mesh. COMSOL®, a 

multiphysics finite element analysis software, was used to model the conductive electrode, 

determine voltage inputs and their resulting electric fields, and to test designs for creating a 

clinically relevant electric field stimulation within the proliferation range for fibroblasts. The 

model shows an electrically stimulated hernia mesh devised from the current methods of 

implanted polypropylene (PP) hernia mesh, by overlaying a thin gold surface onto the polymer 
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mesh, which is proposed to be connected to a small piezoelectric device. For maximized area of 

stimulation, one of the electrode connection points is insulated from the body environment to 

conduct the positive and negative electrode points to opposite sides of the wound, creating an 

electric field across the wound site. Electrode materials for the mesh conductance layer were 

tested within the model, which showed similar electric fields for each material. The small 

differences were shown to be based on the material properties, which allowed higher or lower 

conductance through the surrounding solution, phosphate buffered saline. Gold was chosen to be 

the conductive metal based on its moderate electric field and biocompatibility. A range of 

possible output voltages from the piezoelectric device were also modeled in a voltage sweep to 

show the maximum and minimum electric fields the tissues would experience within the 

previously set range. When several set points in the electric field were measured at a value of 

Vin=100 mV, the electric field average was 5.93 ± 1.24. The overall electric field showed 

maximum values at the anode and cathode, but there was also stimulation midway between the 

nodes that could supply moderate stimulation to cells wherever they may lie within the electric 

field. It was concluded from these computations that a voltage of 20mV – 250mV should allow 

for increased tissue healing through cellular proliferation when connected to gold coated 

polypropylene hernia mesh.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background and Motivation 

In the United States, over a million patients develop a hernia every year that require 

surgical repair [1,2]. Hernias can develop in many different locations that require special care 

and treatment, depending on the location [3]. One of the most common hernias is the ventral 

hernia, which is typically repaired by use of hernia mesh placed between the abdominis muscles 

and the transverse fascia, known as sublay method [3].  Over the years, the treatment methods 

for hernias have changed from simple sutures to supportive hernia mesh, to bioabsorbable mesh 

and other native tissue materials [3,4]. And even if the surgery went well, the common long-term 

issues could vary between occasional to chronic pain at the hernia site, severed nerves that result 

in loss of sensation, or complete retearing of the hernia [3]. Regardless of the type of hernia, 63% 

of hernias surgically repaired will experience a recurrence, which is a retearing of the already 

weakened site [5]. When a mesh is present to support the weakened region, however, recurrence 

is only seen in 32% or less [6,7]. Some patients who experience recurrence are individuals who 

already had comorbidities that put them more at risk, but anyone can get an infection from 

surgical implantation of a medical device that is not native to the body. Considering the number 

of individuals who require hernia repair are increasing with each year, finding a method of 

further reducing problems with mesh implantation would significantly impact patient recovery 

and further reduce recurrence rates.  

As with most medical device implants, the main issues seen with hernia mesh repair are 

infection, inflammation, and effective healing. Tissues adhering to the mesh and chronic pain are 

also seen in certain mesh brands and designs [4]. An ideal implant would have no complications 

with tissue acceptance and a patient would have no long-term pain in the region or recurrence. 
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Hernia mesh has come a long way in its development for effective hernia treatment, but the 

number of recurrences could be decreased by utilizing newer methods and discoveries. Infection 

could be mitigated in part by faster wound healing. Inflammation is often a result of tissue 

rejection of the materials used. Hernia mesh’s porosity also comes into play with inflammation if 

granulomas form in the tissue around the mesh [7-9]. All these issues may be not able to be 

addressed with one solution, but they should be addressed.  

Years ago, a man named Theodor Billroth, a renowned Austrian surgeon and considered 

in many ways to be the father of abdominal surgery as we know it today, understood the need to 

continue pushing for better hernia treatments. In 1878 he stated, “If we could artificially produce 

tissues of the density and toughness of fascia and tendon, the secret of the radical cure of hernia 

would be discovered” [10]. It has been almost a hundred and fifty years since then, and science 

still has not achieved what Billroth proposed. Millions of people worldwide have undergone 

hernia repair surgery and the issues surrounding hernia repair should not be an acceptable 

outcome for a patient to live with for the rest of their lives. But until science has developed a 

method and surgical practice to mitigate the typical hernia complaints, Billroth’s dream will not 

be realized.  

1.2 Specific Aims 

 Despite there being several complications associated with hernia repair, not all of them 

can be mitigated by one solution. The goal of this research is to propose a model of hernia repair 

mesh that incorporates a metal conductive layer for soft tissue electrical stimulation through the 

incorporation of piezoelectric device. By adding an electrical current across the mesh, an electric 

field would be introduced to the region for cellular stimulation. The piezoelectric device would 

be stimulated by a therapeutic and medically safe ultrasound wave that creates the device voltage 
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output. A possible range of voltage output amplitudes will also be determined to promote safe 

and positive cellular stimulation. The design of the electrode is important because it controls the 

conduction direction of flow and where the piezoelectric device would connect to in order to 

achieve the desired electric field. By using COMSOL®, a metaphysics finite element analysis 

software, a comparison of several conductive materials will be done to find the best material is 

chosen to create an electric field that evenly stimulates the cells in a future in vitro study. The 

different materials have different characteristics that include conductance and relative 

permittivity, which directly impact how an electric field forms around the electrode. Phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) will serve as the in vitro solution for the COMSOL® outer boundary 

conditions the electric field passes through.  
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Chapter 2: Background, Significance and Literature Review 

2.1 Hernia Repair 

 2.1.1 History of Hernia Repair 

The first record of hernia repair surgery dates to 1552 BC in ancient Egypt and mostly 

evolved from the need to treat battle wounds [11,12]. Hernias, as we know them, would have 

been an ailment the common person would have experienced outside of battle wounds as well. 

The word “hernia” has Latin origins and was meant to describe a “prolapse,” which is when an 

organ or part of the body is displaced from where it should be located, often resulting in a 

protrusion (Figure 1) [3,13].  

 

Figure 1. Diagram general abdominal hernia prolapse. 

Many surgeons documented work in the 18th century that aimed towards a method of 

herniorrhaphy (repairing hernias by suture), but it was not until 1887 that the modern technique 

of herniorrhaphy was developed by a man named Edoardo Bassini [14]. Bassini realized that the 

methods at the time were not treating the main issue, which he saw to be the anatomy and 

physiology around the hernias and not the technique [15]. By reconstructing each hernia and the 

inguinal canal tissues based on their specific anatomy, Bassini was able to show the world that 

patients with hernias can make full recoveries [14,15]. The next major step for hernia repair 

came in the 20th century through Theodore Billroth, who introduced the idea of using other 

materials to support the tissues in a “tension free” repair [15]. Several materials were 
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experimented with, but it was not until 1958 that Francis Usher used polypropylene: the first 

polymer to successfully be used as hernia mesh [4].  

 2.1.2 Mesh Materials  

The materials currently used in hernia repair are typically various polymers and their 

combinations. Nylon and some woven metals were also tried over the years with varying 

success. As Billroth had stated, a successful mesh material must match the “density and 

toughness of fascia and tendon” [10]. Newer methods of mesh testing have revealed that surface 

chemistry and pore size also play a large part in tissue acceptance [4,7]. Besides the permanent 

mesh materials, biodegradable polymers and biological scaffolds have also shown success in 

current hernia repair [4]. With so many materials to choose from, surgeons’ preferences vary not 

only on their individual experiences, but also on the needs of the patient [16]. And even though 

surgeons can pick the best option for their patient, recurrence is still frequently seen.  

 2.1.3 Surgical Techniques 

 Hernia repair surgical methods have changed drastically over the years, but the main goal 

has not. The goal is to repair the patient’s body cavity wall so that the tissues go back to their 

normal state, both anatomically and physiologically, and with the expectation that the hernia 

should not retear [12].  

As mentioned previously, herniorrhaphy is the classic method of repairing hernias by 

suture alone. Hernioplasty is the modern version of hernia repair that utilizes mesh in surgery to 

support the tissues [3]. As technology became more advanced in the 20th century, laparoscopic 

surgery came into the picture [15,17]. Laparoscopic surgery utilizes small entry ports to access 

the wound while viewing the procedure through a small camera inserted into the working site. 

For safe and effective surgery and results, this requires the surgeon to not only have high 
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technical skills to control the devices, but also requires they are very familiar with the anatomical 

layers around the hernia [17]. Both open surgery hernioplasty and laparoscopic surgery utilize 

hernia mesh, and there are different ways in which these can be performed. The variations are 

based on which tissue layers, or plane, the mesh is placed between, and there are several layers to 

the abdominal wall (skin, fat, external oblique muscle, internal oblique muscle, transversus 

abdominus muscle, transverse fascia, extraperitoneal fascia, and peritoneum) for surgeons to 

work between [3]. A mesh placed between the fat layer and the muscles is called onlay/overlay 

method, mesh placed between the sides of the hernia defect is called inlay method, mesh placed 

between the abdominis muscles and the transverse fascia is called sublay method, and mesh 

placed between the fascia and peritoneum is called underlay method (Figure 2)[18]. Each method 

has its merits and faults, but sublay and underlay method are more commonly used [16]. Besides 

the choices in surgical method, there is also the choice in fixation device (sutures, tack, glue, 

suture-less) that each impact the tissues and the outcome of the hernia repair [3].  

       

Figure 2. Simplified hernioplasty mesh placement diagram 

There is no doubt that hernia repair is on the road to fewer recurrences and overall 

success. One surgeon, however, noted in the late 1990’s that with all of the methods and options 

and successes and discrepancies between surgeons’ personal experiences being recorded, the 

reviews at the time showed the overall recurrences was high, regardless of method or material 

used [19]. Today hernias, as simple and as common as they may be, still create lifelong issues for 

the average person.  
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2.1.4 Mesh Complications  

 The complications associated with hernia repair surgery fall in line with many of the 

typical issues expected in an invasive surgery. There are others, however, that are specific to the 

hernia region. Risk of infection or tissue inflammation, for example, are common to all surgeries 

and may require the implanted mesh to be removed before the surgery can be reattempted. In 

many hernioplasty cases, tissue inflammation is caused by the tissues trying to integrate and heal 

across the mesh, but due to the small pore size, granulomas form around the mesh. These 

granulomas are associated with foreign body response inflammation and are due to the tissues 

not being able to integrate with the mesh [7]. Another issue specific to hernia repair is when the 

mesh mechanical properties do not match the tissues it is trying to support [20,21]. A review by 

Sanbhal et al. (2017) found that light weight and heavy weight meshes had elasticities of 30% 

and 15% respectively at a force of 16 N/cm, while tissues can experience a maximum 38% 

elasticity at 26 N/cm of force [9]. The range of 15-30% elasticity in mesh was noted to produce 

favorable results in hernia repair [9]. In the extremes where the mesh materials are too elastic 

compared to the tissues, the muscle fibers and collagen at the site could overstretch and cause a 

recurrence. If the mesh is too rigid, the sutured anchor points pull on the tissues and can cause a 

recurrence [7-9,18]. 

 Another complication associated with most medical implants, as well as hernia mesh, is 

tissue adhesion due to the surface biochemistry of the implant material. The characteristic of 

being hydrophobic is desirable in many hernia meshes due to the limitation of functional groups 

and low surface energy that reduces the ability of tissues to adhere to the mesh [9,22-25]. Arnaud 

et al. (2003) notes that if the tissues adhere to the mesh, the proximity of the mesh to the 

intestines often results in the adhering tissue being the intestines, which may result in major 
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complications such as bowel obstruction [26]. Additionally, if the tissues are agitated to the point 

that scar tissue is incited to form, oxidants are released by the tissues which can degrade polymer 

mesh over time due to oxidization and fouling [5]. This mesh degradation continues the adverse 

tissue response, resulting in chronic pain, scar tissue, and embrittlement or shrinking of the mesh 

and eventual hernia recurrence [5].  

Despite the simplicity of hernias in comparison to other surgeries, the biochemistry of the 

implanted materials is important for short- and long-term patient quality of life and ensuring 

minimal complications. Given all the different complications a hernia repair patient may 

experience, hernioplasty could benefit from a method that not only strengthens the tissues but 

also decreases healing time. This result could be achieved through cellular proliferation in the 

hernia region from an external stimulation.  

2.2 Electrical Stimulation 

2.2.1 Cellular Proliferation  

 Within all parts of the body, there is an endogenous electric field (EF). This electric field 

is created within the tissues by cellular membrane electron potential differences, which function 

most notably in cellular communications and nerve impulses [27]. The endogenous EF plays a 

critical part in wound healing and healthy organism growth, and it ranges from a few mV/mm to 

hundreds of mV/mm, depending on the tissue and need [27,28]. Skin wounds, for an example of 

soft tissue, show an endogenous EF of 100-200 mV/mm [27]. Research by Kotnik and Miklavčič 

(2006) found that, if an external EF is added to cells in vitro, electroporation of the cellular 

membrane was induced [29]. Electroporation opens the normally closed cell membranes. This 

method of electrical stimulation Chen et al. (2019) notes can promote cellular communication, 

proliferation, and differentiation [30]. Despite the promoted proliferation and differentiation, it is 
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important that the EF strength and duration be within the limits of the specific cells receiving the 

stimulation to ensure tissues are not killed.  

Before adding an electrical stimulation to hernia repair, tissue type and expected cells in 

the area need to be identified. For a soft tissue healing application, such as hernia repair, there 

are several types of tissues present (i.e. skin, muscle, fascia, peritoneum). One thing all these 

tissues require to heal is an extra cellular matrix (ECM) across the wounded region, which is the 

main function of fibroblasts [31,32]. Injured dermis naturally incites fibroblasts to quickly 

proliferate and fill the wound site with new ECM, which allows the other cells to then integrate 

and heal the region [33,34]. Injured muscle also utilizes fibroblasts, but through their 

differentiation. Buckley (2021) found that new muscle cells formed after an injury differentiated 

directly from fibroblasts [35]. Mendias (2017) also states that fibroblasts play an important role 

in muscle healing, but by guiding satellite cells (resident skeletal muscle stem cells) to severe 

muscle wounds [36,37]. Because fibroblasts are a cell line that factors into many areas of wound 

healing, targeting them as the distinct cell/tissue type for proliferation should aid in hernia 

recovery and possibly tissue strengthening.  

 2.2.2 Electric Field Stimulation  

Since electrical stimulation can, at some point, do more harm than good, it is important to 

note the type and range of current a hernia mesh electrode would require to be effective. The 

goal is to amplify the cellular proliferation around the hernia wound, which should strengthen the 

tissues and reduce recurrence, decreasing healing time and chance of infection post-surgery. 

Current comes in two forms: direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC). Both currents are 

used in cellular stimulation, but they affect the target cells differently depending on cell type and 

electric field intensity. Thrivikraman et al. (2018) found that a DC electric field of 1400 mV/mm 
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caused mouse fibroblasts to migrate towards the cathode, but a DC electric field <30 mV/mm 

was noted to induce cell migration in pluripotent stem cells [27]. Thrivikraman et al. (2018) 

further noted that for wound healing, only low AC frequency electric fields should be used [27]. 

Since induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) can be derived from fibroblasts, it is worth noting 

that Chen et al. (2019) found AC frequency of 1Hz and an electric field between 65-200 mV/mm 

promoted cellular proliferation in iPSC [34,41]. Bhang et al. (2016) states the AC voltage range 

they found for wound healing was 150-1200 mV, and furthermore, they found in their in vitro 

study that an AC frequency of 0.5 Hz and a wave amplitude of 900 mV increased fibroblast 

proliferation and differentiation to myofibroblasts for dermal wound healing [38]. Their later     

in vivo study utilized a piezoelectric wrap that output a movement dependent frequency of       

320-900 mV wave amplitude, which also showed increased wound healing [38].  Another study 

by Rouabia et al. (2013) noted that fibroblasts showed greater numbers and faster wound 

integration when exposed to an AC EF frequency of 50-60 Hz than fibroblasts that did not have 

any stimulation [39]. Based on this knowledge, it is reasonable to expect similar results if an EF 

was incorporated into a hernia mesh wound.  

Without electrical stimulation, a wound directs cells towards itself through the 

endogenous EF [39-41]. An addition of an external electrical stimulation could then increase this 

effect. Despite the differences in AC and DC’s range for proliferation in the various studies 

noted, the research shows that electrical stimulation of tissues aids in wound healing through 

different cells and pathways [27,39,42,43]. Because DC has a distinct polarity, DC can pull cells 

toward the anode or cathode across a wound. AC, on the other hand, uses an alternating polarity 

that encourages proliferation without forcefully moving the cells from their original location 

[27,39,42,43]. For the purposes of this study and with proliferation and strengthening of the soft 
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tissues being the goal, AC will be used, and a target electric field range of 20-300 mV/mm will 

be considered the proliferation range for soft tissue healing through the promotion of fibroblasts.  

2.2.2.1 Electric Field Effects on Fibroblasts 

Although research has shown that fibroblasts can be stimulated for proliferation through 

an EF, it is also worth noting that other amplified aspects of fibroblasts have also been seen that 

are beneficial to wound healing. A study by Rouabhia et al. (2013) studied the effect of electrical 

stimulation of fibroblasts for the specific goal of determining how their stimulation effects 

wound healing [39]. Not only did the fibroblasts migrate to fill the wound more quickly, but they 

also overall decreased the healing time of the wounds [39]. As to the reason of how they 

decreased healing time, this was partly due to the amplification of secreted FGF-1 and FGF-2 

(fibroblast growth factor) and the contraction of collagen around the wound [39,41]. FGF’s 

trigger fibroblast growth and migration to aid in wound healing. FGF secretion was hypothesized 

in this Rouabhia et al. (2013) study to be due to how the EF effects the cell’s internal functions, 

through stimulation of gap-junctions for communication and increasing the cyclic AMP pathway 

[39]. FGFs also trigger fibroblasts to differentiate into myofibroblasts, which contributes to the 

increased ECM production and matrix contraction [39, 40]. As the matrix around the wound 

contracts, the wound size is reduced, aiding in tissue repair [39,40]. To summarize, the electrical 

stimulation of fibroblasts directly encourages cellular proliferation, but in addition, the 

fibroblasts in the region are triggered to aid in the wound healing through FGF-1,2 and their 

differentiation into myofibroblasts for reducing the wound size and producing ECM for cells to 

reintegrate into the wound area.  

 For the purposes of this study, the further reduction of recurrence is the goal. Most hernia 

wounds repaired by hernioplasty fully recover after three months but only regain up to 80% of 
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their original tensile strength [41]. Without a 100% restoration, recurrence is possible. 

Fibroblasts produce the materials that make up the ECM that contribute to this tissue strength. 

Kendall and Feghali-Bostwick (2014) notes that collagen type 1 is one fiber in the ECM that 

gives tensile strength, while elastin’s crosslinked network allows the tissues to retain their elastic 

capabilities [40]. So, while studies on electrical stimulation of fibroblasts have not yet shown to 

what degree the specific proteins in the ECM are made when fibroblasts are stimulated, it can at 

least be seen that the fibroblasts proliferation and general ECM creation could be a factor for 

increasing the strength in the tissue region around the hernia site.  

2.2.3 Circuit Current Density  

 Since a voltage and current will be required to create an electric field, previous work on 

this research topic for hernia repair should be taken into consideration. Norman (2021) looked at 

current density and its impact on generating a voltage across the mesh electrode and utilized a 

target current density of at least 85 nA/cm2 to provide enhanced healing from an electrode with a 

surface area of 39.87 cm2 [44]. They determined their theoretical current density based on 

measured resistance and voltage [44]. While this current density output would create a voltage 

and an EF, the current density will not be directly taken into consideration in this study. It should 

be noted that as the electrode surface area, resistance, and distance between anode and cathode 

points decreases, current density will increase, and vice versus if the surface area increased. This 

is because the current across the mesh electrode surface area determines the current density 

output. Direct cellular/tissue contact with the electrode and the effects on proliferation will also 

not be considered for this study.  
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2.3 Piezoelectricity 

 2.3.1 Piezoelectric Materials 

To create the current and voltage for the cellular stimulation, an electric source is 

required. Piezoelectric materials are unique in that when placed under mechanical loading 

(compression/tension), they output an electric current. Piezoelectric materials were first 

discovered in the 19th century as naturally occurring crystals [45]. The current and resulting 

voltage they produce is due to the crystalline structure that would have been created by electric 

charges aligning the molecules into dipole moments before solidification. If the piezoelectric 

materials are compressed in line with the molecular alignment, the material sends out the electric 

current. There are many different piezoelectric materials today since they can now be artificially 

created by forcefully polarizing crystals during formation [45]. The specific material considered 

for this study is lead zirconate titanate (PZT), utilizing previous research voltage outputs by 

Norman (2021) as a baseline for a possible range of cellular stimulation [44].  

2.3.2 Piezoelectric Power Generation  

 Since piezoelectric materials can output a current by harnessing their inner dipoles as 

they are stretched or compressed, the materials are perfect candidates for use in medical devices 

where movement is prevalent and healing via electric field is needed. Research studies have 

already shown in several applications how this is achievable [38,46,47]. One of the interesting 

characteristics of piezoelectrics and their application in medical devices is that they do not 

require a battery. Other devices require regular invasive surgery to change batteries, which can 

be large and undesirable for in vivo use. A small piece of piezoelectric material could be 

harnessed instead.  
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2.4 Ultrasound Stimulation 

 2.4.1 Ultrasound Parameters 

 Mechanical loading is not the only method of stimulating an output from piezoelectric 

materials. Ultrasound waves, which are high frequency sound waves, also elicit the same current 

and voltage from the piezoelectric materials. This is particularly of use when piezoelectric 

materials are placed in the body where movement and mechanical forces are not interacting 

strongly with the material, such as in soft abdominal tissues. It is important to note that the 

higher the frequency of the ultrasound wave hitting the piezoelectric material, the faster the 

oscillating output from the piezoelectric material will be [44]. Therapeutic ultrasound operates at 

a frequency of 0.7-3 MHz, which is safe and commonly used, whereas imaging and diagnostic 

ultrasound frequencies are typically higher and range from 1-20 MHz [48]. The higher 

frequencies for imaging are also safe, but usually used for shorter periods of time. When it comes 

to the frequency used for internal device stimulation for an expected current output, 1 MHz 

should provide ample current for use in cellular stimulation [44]. 
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3.1 Abstract 

 Hernia repair is a common surgery that repairs tissues that have torn due to strain, 

allowing the internal organs to protrude from the body cavity [1,2]. Hernioplasty, which is hernia 

repair surgery with incorporation of a mesh to prevent retearing by mechanically supporting the 

tissues, has various levels of success. Factors such as infection, comorbidities, and age all play a 

role in how quickly the body can recover. To allow the tissues to be strengthened more naturally, 

an incorporation of electrical stimulation of the tissues would encourage faster cellular 

proliferation and therefore wound healing for strengthening the soft tissues [3]. An alternating 

current (AC) that creates an electric field in the region surrounding a wound has shown in other 

studies to encourage cellular proliferation and faster healing [3-5]. Previous related research 

utilized piezoelectric materials to output small amounts of voltage by stimulating the 

piezoelectric material [6]. This output voltage has been shown to be achievable in soft tissues 

through transcutaneous medically safe 1MHz ultrasound waves stimulation of the piezoelectric 

material that mimic the effect of mechanical loading [7]. A literature review of stimulation of 

cells within soft tissue indicates that fibroblasts proliferate within a sinusoidal AC electric field 

range of 20-300 mV/mm [3-6].  

In this study, the output created by ultrasound loaded piezoelectric device was 

incorporated into a computational COMSOL® model of a conductive hernia mesh. COMSOL®, a 

multiphysics finite element analysis software, was used to model the conductive electrode, 

determine voltage inputs and their resulting electric fields, and to test designs for creating a 

clinically relevant electric field stimulation within the proliferation range for fibroblasts. The 

model shows an electrically stimulated hernia mesh devised from the current methods of 

implanted polypropylene (PP) hernia mesh, by overlaying a thin gold surface onto the polymer 
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mesh, which is proposed to be connected to a small piezoelectric device. For maximized area of 

stimulation, one of the electrode connection points is insulated from the body environment to 

conduct the positive and negative electrode points to opposite sides of the wound, creating an 

electric field across the wound site. Electrode materials for the mesh conductance layer were 

tested within the model, which showed similar electric fields for each material. The small 

differences were shown to be based on the material properties, which allowed higher or lower 

conductance through the surrounding solution, phosphate buffered saline. Gold was chosen to be 

the conductive metal based on its moderate electric field and biocompatibility. A range of 

possible output voltages from the piezoelectric device were also modeled in a voltage sweep to 

show the maximum and minimum electric fields the tissues would experience within the 

previously set range. When several set points in the electric field were measured at a value of 

Vin=100 mV, the electric field average was 5.93 ± 1.24. The overall electric field showed 

maximum values at the anode and cathode, but there was also stimulation midway between the 

nodes that could supply moderate stimulation to cells wherever they may lie within the electric 

field. It was concluded from these computations that a voltage of 20mV – 250mV should allow 

for increased tissue healing through cellular proliferation when connected to gold coated 

polypropylene hernia mesh.  

3.2 Introduction 

 3.2.1 Simple Hernias 

For most of the population in the United States, hernias are a very common occurrence. 

There are multiple kinds of hernia and over a million people in the United States experience a 

hernia every year [8,9]. An abdominal hernia occurs when internal tissues protrude through a tear 

in the muscle wall lining the abdominal cavity (Figure 3) [2]. This tear, if left untreated, would 
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allow protruding tissues to enter foreign regions where they do not belong, which can ultimately 

result in bowel blockage and infection from intestinal tears or tissue necrosis [10]. Hernia 

surgeries, compared to other elective surgeries, are a relatively easy procedure. A few well-

placed sutures to bring the abdominal wall back together patches the tear, but the original cause 

of the tear (weakened tissues) is still present and likely to be strained and tear again. By 

herniating, the wound location has further weakened the tissues and recurrence of the hernia is 

more likely. To prevent re-tearing of the hernia site, polymer meshes were developed to be 

placed across the weakened site to support the tissues. While mesh is mostly effective and has 

reduced recurrence rates from 63% to < 32%, comorbidities contribute to those number of 

patients who still experience a recurrence [1,11-13]. To mediate the factors (i.e. aging, lifting, 

obesity, weakened tissues) causing recurrence, regenerative medicine practices can be 

incorporated.   

 

Figure 3. Diagram general abdominal hernia prolapse. 

 

3.2.2 Electric Field Stimulation 

Regenerative medicine is a newer area of biotechnology that incorporates engineering, 

tissues, material science, and medicine [4]. There are three main elements that are required for 

regenerative medicine to work: seed cell, scaffold, and stimulating factor [14]. In hernia repair, 

the seed cells are provided by the tissues and the scaffold/supportive material is the polymer 
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mesh and the natural extra cellular matrix the cells make. The stimulating factor in this research 

is an electric field. In general, exogenous (external) electrical stimulation utilizes the fact that 

wounded tissues have an endogenous (internal) electric field that promotes healing. 

Thrivikraman et al. (2017) notes that dermal tissues have an endogenous electric field (EF) of 

100-200 mV/mm [5]. This EF stimulates the cells around the wound to proliferate and knit the 

region back together through electrotaxis, the direction of cellular movement [15]. Electrotaxis in 

a direct current (DC) would attract cells to the anode or cathode, depending on voltage amplitude 

and cell type, which can be utilized in moving cells more quickly towards a wound. Since AC 

current oscillates where the anode to cathode are located in proximity to the wound, the cells 

would remain in their original location and proliferate to strengthen the region [15]. Chen et al. 

(2019) found that higher intensities of AC < 100 V/cm (10,000 mV/mm) can be used to stimulate 

cell proliferation without cell death, but only for short time periods (< 1 ms) [4]. However, large 

voltages are unnecessary to achieve positive proliferation results and can instead be detrimental, 

leading to cell death [4]. A safe range of electric field for cellular proliferation should be 

determined based on the target tissues and the cells typically found in the region.  

3.2.3 Soft Tissue Healing 

 For hernias found in the abdominal region, soft tissues are the general tissue type in 

which the hernia wound occur. The tissue layers consist of skin, fat, muscle, fascia, and 

peritoneum which all, when wounded, require new extra cellular matrices (ECM) to bridge 

across the injury and to provide the structure on which the main tissue cells will attach as they 

integrate. Fibroblasts are one cell type common to all these tissues, since fibroblasts are the main 

cell that creates new ECM when tissues are damaged [16,17]. In addition, Buckley (2021) shows 

how fibroblasts have been found to differentiate into new muscle cells and Mendias (2017) states 
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that fibroblasts guide skeletal muscle stem cells (satellite cells) to muscle wounds [18,19]. 

Furthermore, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) can also be derived from fibroblasts to be 

used in repair of specific regions and tissue types [20]. For the purposes of this study, the further 

reduction of recurrence is the goal. Most hernia wounds repaired by hernioplasty fully recover 

after three months but only regain up to 80% of their original tensile strength [21]. Without a 

100% restoration, recurrence is possible. Fibroblasts produce the materials that make up the 

ECM that contribute to this tissue strength. Kendall and Feghali-Bostwick (2014) notes that 

collagen type 1 is one fiber in the ECM that gives tensile strength, while elastin’s crosslinked 

network allows the tissues to retain their elastic capabilities [22]. So, while studies on electrical 

stimulation of fibroblasts have not yet shown to what degree the specific proteins in the ECM are 

made when fibroblasts are stimulated, it can at least be seen that the fibroblasts proliferation and 

general ECM creation could be a factor for increasing the strength in the tissue region around the 

hernia site. Considering these factors and how fibroblasts are the main cell type that allows for 

the creation of new ECM, they will serve as the target cell line for proliferation and hernia tissue 

strengthening in this study.  

 3.2.4 Frequency and Electric Field Range 

 As previously noted, each cell type has a range of electric fields that the cell responds to 

and can proliferate within, before the voltage reaches a point where the cells are killed from the 

intensity. This research model will utilize an AC stimulation voltage, which is the model 

frequency’s amplitude, from a small piezoelectric device previously studied by Norman (2021). 

The frequency will be set to 1MHz due to the frequency being within the therapeutic ultrasound 

range of 0.75-3 MHz [23]. Furthermore, Speed et al. (2001) found that a medically safe 
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frequency of 1MHz stimulates soft tissues at a depth of 3-5 cm, which is approximately the depth 

of many patients’ hernias [24].  

The electric field range for the fibroblast proliferation is based on current literature 

findings from multiple studies. Chen et al. (2019) found that an AC frequency of 1 Hz and an 

electric field between 65-200 mV/mm promoted cellular proliferation in iPSC [4]. Bhang et al. 

(2016) found that an AC frequency of 0.5 Hz and a wave amplitude of 900 mV increased 

fibroblast proliferation and differentiation to myofibroblasts for dermal wound healing, but the 

electric field was not noted [3]. While each study considered has its own unique methods and 

results, this research model took the literature into consideration and will be using an 

approximate EF range for fibroblast proliferation of 20-300 mV/mm.  

3.2.5 Surgical Application 

Each patient and hernia is unique, and the type and size of hernia mesh required varies 

with each unique case. The method of implantation also varies based on the surgeon’s skill level 

and previous experiences. One thing that is consistent for all hernioplasty procedures, however, 

is that the hernia mesh should be easy to handle during implantation and uniform in structure to 

allow for cutting to suit the patient’s specific hernia [25]. To allow for cutting, commercial 

polymer meshes utilize a specific weave pattern called a warp knit that does not unravel when 

cut. The knit also gives the mesh a soft and flexible feel that can not only match the human body 

movement, but also gives the mesh design good tensile strength and elasticity (Figure 4) [26-29].  
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Figure 4. Image a) of uncoated polypropylene mesh and close schematic b) of warp knitted 

pattern found in PPKM505 58 GSM from Surgical Mesh™ Division Textile Development 

Associates, Inc. 

For the creation of a conductive mesh that allows for hernia electrical stimulation, a thin 

layer of conductive metal would be layered onto the polymer mesh surface. As Figure 2 clearly 

displays, the mesh is comprised of monofilaments woven to create a porous and flexible 

network, which can be difficult to model. An idealized model is used in which each group of 

monofilaments is assumed to be one larger woven unit fiber with a combined width, and each 

intersection point of fibers would conduct the connected circuit to the next fiber section. The 

immediate aim of this study is to create a mesh electrode model that can be used to determine 

expected values of EF in a conductive mesh design for fibroblast proliferation around and in 

contact with the mesh to strengthen the hernia region.  
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3.2.6 Model Design 

The electrode model, in which polymer mesh is represented by a solid fiber and has a 

layer of conductive metal adhered to the surface, can be designed in a single “unit” method 

where only a small section of mesh is modeled and analyzed to then be expanded for an overall 

product concept (Figure 5). Each unit should connect to the next, but a final product, if produced, 

would implement this design in large scale production of mesh. First, the conductive layer must 

be able to be continuous for proper electric field conduction. In addition, a connection point for 

the piezoelectric voltage input would be incorporated into the design to limit difficulty of use by 

surgeons and to ensure the hernia region receives electrical stimulation throughout the hernia 

region. Furthermore, the unit model should be able to be expanded into a larger mesh product 

that could be used for delivering an electric field to the hernia region. Before this electrically 

conductive mesh can be implemented, a computational study of the model will determine the 

idealized design of the electrode, the range of input voltages that could be expected for the 

desired EF values for fibroblast proliferation, and the conductive metal material that provides a 

desirable EF when stimulated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Unit design of idealized conductive hernia mesh in COMSOL® where the insulated 

voltage input connection point is woven through the mesh. 

Contact point 
x-axis 

y-axis 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Study Parameters 

Since the previous work leading to this study used AC current, this computational model 

using COMSOL® was time dependent and used a frequency of 1 MHz to stimulate the model as 

would be expected for ultrasound waves in vitro from the previous research conducted by 

Norman (2021), who measured maximum voltage amplitudes of 20-28 mV from a single lead 

zirconate titanate piezoelectric disc (Figure 6) [23]. The time points viewed for the results 

covered half of one wave (2.5x10-7 – 7.5x10-7s) at an increment/step of 0.1x10-7s. Measurements 

of the EF and conductance can then be taken at any time point/step along the section of 

frequency wave range being analyzed. For the purposes of this study, the maximum EF at the 

wave peak will be the focus to gauge cellular viability at the highest voltage expected. 

Furthermore, the EF and conductance measurements were taken close to the mesh conductive 

surface in PBS solution (Z-axis plane: 0.21mm) where the EF should be highest and where the 

cells would be in contact with the mesh. Measurements taken at the center of a mesh pore was 

done to avoid measuring EF within the modeled mesh material, but more importantly to find the 

expected EF range a fibroblast cell may experience when not in direct contact with the mesh.  

 

Figure 6: Frequency (1E-6) and voltage amplitude (1V) used in this snapshot of COMSOL® 

modeling parameters.  
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3.3.1.1 Electric Field Equations 

Electric field (E) can be calculated by a simple equation that looks at the source charge (Q) 

and the distance to the measurement point (d), plus Coulomb’s constant (k).  

𝐸 =
𝑘 ∙ 𝑄
𝑑!  

This equation does not take into consideration material properties, though. To calculate the EF 

within the model, COMSOL uses Gauss’ law, which states the “electric flux through any closed 

surface is proportional to the total electric charge enclosed by this surface” [30]. More 

importantly, Gauss’ Law allows for material properties to be considered in the electric field 

calculation and not only charge and distance. The general Gauss’ law formula is as follows, 

where ∇ is the electric flux or gradient and V is the electric potential.  

𝐸 = −∇𝑉  

 

The material property of dielectric constant comes into play when Gauss’ law is represented by 

this secondary equation:  

𝜑𝐸"𝑑𝑆 =
#
$!

    (1) 

where 𝜑 represents electric flux through the surface, 𝐸" represents the external electric field, dS 

is an infinitesimally small vector perpendicular to the surface that the flux is being measured 

through, q is the charge, and 𝜀" is the permittivity of free space. Then, assuming 𝐸" and dS are 

constant over the Gaussian surface,  

𝐸"𝐴 =
#
$!%

     (2)  
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where A is the area of the charged surface. The material dielectric constant (K) is then added to 

the space between the charges, where the material charges (±q’) and the outside charges free 

charges (±q) create the electric field.  

&!
&
= 𝐾						(3)              𝐸 = #'#(

$!%
     (4)            𝜑𝐸𝑑𝑆 = #'#(

$!
     (5) 

Equation 2 and 3 can then be combined to create equation 6, and equations 4 and 6 combine to 

become equation 7.  

𝐸 = #
$!)%

    (6)             #
)
= 𝑞 − 𝑞(     (7) 

 
Equations 5 and 7 then combine to create the final Gauss equation:  
 

𝜑𝐸𝑑𝑆 = #
$!)

   
 
which shows how to material dielectric constant (K) is used in calculating the electric field in 

COMSOL [31-33]. 

3.3.2 Materials 

The materials used for this study are the same as what would be expected in a hernia 

repair mesh. Since the long-term goal of this model is to be a medical device product, all 

materials should foremost be biocompatible. Polypropylene (PP) hernia mesh was chosen for use 

in this model due to the many desirable qualities that contribute to its comparable success. Not 

only is PP inexpensive and easy to make, but it is also hydrophobic/non-polar, which aids in 

preventing tissue adherence and strain on the healing wound [9]. PP also has a high heat 

resistance to allow sterilization without compromising the mechanical properties’ integrity, 

flexibility, or the overall rigidity that makes handling easier during surgery [23,26,34]. Most 

importantly, however, is the attribute of non-toxicity to the tissues, as it becomes integrated into 

the body [26].  
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Silicone rubber, utilized as an electrical insulator in this model, is a material that is 

considered bioinert and non-toxic [35]. Silicone is often used as an insulator for electrical 

circuits, which would protect this circuit model from shorting inside the body and would also not 

agitate the tissues [36,37]. Another component in the model, gold, is also highly biocompatible 

and bioinert and is often used in electrodes that interface with cells and live tissues [38]. Most 

metallic materials oxidize easily and corrode due to fouling and body fluids [4]. In the event of 

corrosion or oxidation of the metal surface, gold ions and larger nanoparticles have shown to be 

non-toxic in in vitro and in vivo applications [39,40].  

The last material is essential, since the body is dynamic, and a model of an in vitro device 

requires a solution or body fluid mimic that can show similar reactions to the effect being tested. 

This in vitro computation model utilizes PBS (phosphate buffered saline), a saline balanced 

solution, to test and visualize the electric field and serves as the outer boundary of the model for 

viewing the EF (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7. 3D model of idealized unit cell conductive mesh electrode surrounded by PBS. 

 

x-axis 

y-axis 

z-axis 
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The model and study were designed to show the expected EF in three dimensions for one 

small unit of the hernia mesh electrode. Hernia repair mesh, which has woven monofilaments of 

0.0125mm diameter, was represented by a polypropylene material of solid fibers whose width 

and thickness were 0.2mm to represent a solid woven thickness. The mesh woven diamond 

pattern has a pore width of 1.5mm to approximate the woven mesh pore size of 1.5x1.3 mm 

(PPKM505 58 GSM from Surgical Mesh™ Division Textile Development Associates, Inc). This 

mesh pore size being >1mm is beneficial for preventing granulomas and inflammation around 

the hernia repair site [1,26,41]. The layer of conductive metal of 0.02mm was then added to the 

upward facing surface of the larger polypropylene fibers. Due to COMSOL® minimum finite 

element analysis (FEA) limitations for the computation, any given element cannot be smaller 

than 548nm. Even if an element is above this minimum, design and study parameters can create 

warning and error messages. Therefore, to avoid these issues, the design used 0.02mm for the 

conductive metal coating thickness with the knowledge that a practical model would have a 

much thinner metal layer in the nanometer range. 

3.3.3 Conductive Material Comparison  

One of the goals of modeling the electrode is to determine the expected electric field 

output from an idealized electrode prior to an in vitro test to ensure optimal ranges of electric 

field for cellular stimulation. COMSOL®, a multiphysics computational software, was chosen 

due to its capabilities for modeling AC currents at high frequencies across three dimensional 

structures with an unlimited number of materials. While polypropylene holds a small capacity for 

electrical conductance, it is not enough to be considered a conductor. A highly conductive metal 

material was added to the model mesh surface. This thin layer not only facilitates the 

conductance, but also completes the circuit to the current source: the piezoelectric device.  
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To verify the electric field expected across a conductive polypropylene hernia mesh, 

common conductive biomimetic and electrode materials were modeled to compare with each 

other (Table 1). The modeling of the conductive metals also served to identify the idealized 

material to use as the conductive layer for continued testing of EF within the model. Each 

conductive material tested in the COMSOL® model was run with the same study parameters with 

a frequency of 1 MHz and a wave amplitude (voltage input) of 100mV. The results of the EF 

were visualized on the same mV/mm color scale, limited from 0 to 20 mV/mm. The material 

properties of importance for the electric field modeling were relative permittivity (dielectric 

constant) and conductance. All materials not already in the COMSOL® database were input 

manually with their properties.  

 

 

3.3.4 Anode and Cathode Placement 

In determining the final model set up, the placement of the anode and cathode was 

studied to later justify connections and the piezoelectric device placement in vivo. This was done 

by selection of three different spacings between the anode and cathode (Figure 8). The EF and 

surface conductivity for each spacing was visualized.  

Table 1: COMSOL® Model Material Properties 
Material Electrical Conductivity (S/m) Relative Permittivity (unitless) 

PBS (1x) [42-44] 1.20  80.0  
Silicon [45,46] 3.16E-12 4.00 

Polypropylene [47,48] 6.25E-15 2.10 
Titanium [49] 7.41E5 1.00 
Copper [49] 6.00E7 1.00 
Gold [49,50] 4.42E7 6.90 

Platinum [49,51] 9.43E6 7.50 
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Figure 8. a) The location of the anode, the possible locations for the b) cathode at 1 pore away, 

c) cathode at 3 pores away, and c) cathode at 4 pores away within the unit model.  

 

3.3.5 Clinical Relevance of Model 

To maximizing the electric field area for cellular stimulation, the anode and cathode of 

the electrode should be on opposite sides of the mesh. This can easily be done in vitro by 

connecting the piezoelectric device to opposite ends of the conductive mesh surface. However, 

this is not the best design for an in vivo application since long wires would agitate the wound and 

be difficult to handle in surgery (Figure 9). To mitigate these issues, the use of an insulated wire, 

or “electrode extender”, woven through the mesh as one connection point for the device would 

allow the electrode to conduct the current to the opposite side of the mesh without being exposed 

to solution in vitro or tissues in vivo prematurely. The positive and negative electrodes on 

opposite sides would maximize the area around the wound that can receive stimulation, and the 

c) 

d) 

a) b) 

x-axis 

y-axis 
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metal electrode layer would conduct the current from the anode/cathode back to the piezoelectric 

device to complete the circuit. Silicone, a biocompatible and non-conductive material, was 

chosen to be the insulator around the conductive electrode extending wire to be woven across the 

mesh. The mesh electrode should experience the EF in the same way, regardless of whether the 

anode and cathode are connected by use of a woven insulated wire, or if the connection is made 

by looping the connector around.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.6 Silicone Insulated Connection  

 The unit model was expanded to include the insulated wire for the piezoelectric device to 

connect to (Figure 10). Since silicone is an insulator and the final proposed unit model design 

incorporates an insulated conduction wire that would extend the piezoelectric device anode for 

maximized area of stimulation, the unit model with and without the insulated wire was 

compared.    

Piezo 
device 

Piezo 
device 

+ + 
- - 

a) b) 

Figure 9. Idealized unit cell diagram of possible piezoelectric connection to maximize EF 

where a) uses a short cathode (red) and a long anode (green) wire connection to loop around to 

a connection point and b) utilizes a short cathode (red) and a close insulated connection point 

that extends the anode (green) across the mesh area. Both red and green wires are insulated.  

Contact point  
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Figure 10. Idealized unit model utilizing insulated wire (green) for connection to voltage source 

(piezoelectric device). The left (x=0) end of the insulated wire is not shown to be in contact with 

the mesh surface since the piezoelectric device would connect to the insulated wire at this 

location. 

3.3.7 Area of Electric Field 

To test how the electric field propagates throughout the area of the modeled unit cell 

mesh, the electric field values were checked at various distances across the mesh area between 

anode and cathode in the COMSOL® 3D model, with each specific measurement location being 

in the center of the pore and on the z-axis plane of 0.21mm just above the mesh surface (Figure 

11). As mentioned previously, maximum EFs will be reported wherever they exist. For cellular 

stimulation, a moderate EF is necessary to ensure cell death due to high voltage is mitigated and 

all cells are stimulated within a safe range for proliferation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

+ 
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Figure 11. Electric field: XY-Axis 

points at indicated locations in 3D 

COMSOL® model where electric field 

values were checked in pore centers on 

the z-axis plane (Z=0.21mm).  

 

y-axis 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Study Parameters 

In this time dependent study, the flow of the frequency wave across the electrode surface 

was a factor that needed to be considered to verify that a given point in the electric field showed 

the correct value for that time point. A full peak to peak wave with time point increments of 0.1s 

was checked for lag (phase shift). It was determined that the phase shift was present but 

negligible in value and <1 mV for all time points.  

3.4.1.1 Effect of DC in Model 

Another parameter that needed verifying was DC verses AC stimulation. Due to the 

maximum EF occurring at the peak amplitude in the frequency within the AC time dependent 

study, a comparison of DC to AC showed AC to have similar EF when the same model was run 

with a DC stimulation that is not time dependent (Figure 12). The results would not be identical, 

however, because the nature of AC and DC serve very different purposes. DC creates a steady 

state of constant voltage being delivered, while AC oscillates the voltage output over time, 

creating its frequency nature. Weststrate et al. (2010) found in testing and their COMSOL® 

modeling that this AC oscillation can create currents and voltages within other conductive 

materials around it [52,53]. Since this study is designed to show a maximum EF range across a 

conductive hernia mesh, it is possible the difference in maximum EF between the DC and AC 

model comparisons is due to the AC capabilities that DC does not have. Within the COMSOL® 

modeling software, a frequency domain can also be used instead of the typical time domain for 

AC. A frequency domain finds solutions at an angle instead of a time point, based on the Fourier 

transform equations use of harmonics and angular frequency [54]. Since the frequency domain 

was not utilized in this study, it will be considered for future modeling.  
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The time dependent AC modeling used in this study shows what is, for all intents and 

purposes, a snapshot of similar results a DC model would show. This is because the timepoints 

within the AC model were chosen to be at the times when the frequency would have the 

maximum amplitude to know the model’s maximum expected EF (Figure 12). Since steady state 

DC is equivalent to the VRMS in an AC circuit, it is reasonable to see lower overall EF from a DC 

study [55]. For this model, the further effect of DC on hernia tissues will not be considered in the 

study scope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Conductive Material 

 For material comparisons, the idealized metal to coat the mesh (given biocompatibility 

and non-toxicity and ability to create the targeted range of electric field) was gold (Figure 13). 

Each material’s maximum EF occurred at the anode and cathode locations. And when              

Vin = 100mV, the maximum EFs were 140, 131, 101, and 101 mV/mm for platinum, gold, 

a) 

Figure 12. Comparison of a) AC and 

DC current where Vin=100mV and b) 

expected EF at the wave timepoints. 

Shows positive EF maximums occur at 

+/- frequency peaks.  
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titanium, and copper, respectively. While the disparity from 101mV/mm to 140 mV/mm is large, 

it is not a clinically relevant condition for the end goal of this model. The model input can be 

specified for the material. The relative permittivity of the materials was the greatest contributing 

factor in how strong the EF was through the PBS solution, given the voltage input was the same 

for all the materials tested.  

 

Figure 13. Electric field comparison of materials a) Copper, b) Titanium, c) Gold, d) Platinum 

where EF color ranges from 0-20mV/mm when Vin = 100 mV. 

3.4.3 Anode and Cathode Placement 

The anode and cathode visualization of current and electric field shows that not only does 

current follow the path of least resistance between nodes, but the electric field spreads across less 

of the electrode area as the cathode and anode are placed closer together (Figure 14). Less area of 

stimulation could produce less cellular proliferation in the surrounding fibroblast cells.   
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Figure 14. a,b,c) Current density over color range 0-1.0E6 (mA/mm2) and d,e,f) EF over color 

range 0-20 (mV/mm) in PBS solution as electrodes are increasing in distance apart. Vin = 100mV 

3.4.4 Voltage Input Sweep 

Based on the previously proposed range of electric fields for fibroblast stimulation and 

the noted distance in spacing of anode and cathode for the largest area of EF, this model’s 

electric field output indicates an input voltage between 20-250 mV would produce an electric 

field of approximately 20-300 mV/mm (Table 2). 

Table 2. Vin Electric field sweep using gold conductive metal on PP mesh modeled in COMSOL®. 
Voltagein (mV) Middle Area EF* (mV/mm) Max EF** (mV/mm) 

1 0.0438 1.31 
10 0.438 13.1 
15 0.623 19.6 
20 0.876 26.2 
100 4.38 131 
150 6.57 197 
250 11.0 328 
300 13.1 393 
500 21.9 655 
1000 43.8 1310 

*Middle Area EF: point midway across mesh located at (2.38, 1.5) with moderate/low EF 
**Maximums occurring at anode and cathode 
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3.4.5 Area of Electric Field 

With gold selected as the material for the electrode modeling, the voltage input sweep 

showed moderate electric field values across the mesh and PBS when electric field values were 

quantified (Table 2). The maximum EF can be seen to occur at the anode and cathode points, 

with lower but relevant EFs midway across. (Figure 15).   

 

Figure 15. Visualized EF based on increasing Vin a) 20mV b) 100mV c) 150mV d) 250mV 

where EF color ranges from 0-20 mV/mm 

When the electric field was measured across several points located at the center of the 

mesh pores in PBS solution (Figure 11), the maximum EF was 8.16 mV/mm and the minimum 

value was 4.18 mV/mm, with an average across all the points of 5.93 ± 	1.24 mV/mm (Table 3). 

These values show that between the maximum EF locations at the anode and cathode, a moderate 

level of stimulation would occur across the mesh area for cellular proliferation. By using a wide 

distance between anode and cathode, the area of electric field stimulation is larger. While the 

model maximums occur at the anode/cathode, these lower values across the area between the  
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anode/cathode would still allow cells in the center of a mesh pore to be stimulated for 

proliferation.  

  

With the model being in three dimensions, the EF area in the Z-axis component was also 

verified by measuring EF at two locations in PBS solution (Figure 16), which showed that as 

distance from the mesh conductive surface increased, electric field magnitude decreased (Table 

4) (Figure 17). It was also observed that the EF magnitude reached higher values above the 

conductive layer in the model, whereas the EF below the conductive layer may have been 

obstructed by the non-conductive PP mesh. Three EF ranges (0-20, 0-50, and 0-300 mV/mm) are 

shown in Figure 18 for visualizing the EF at different clinically significant values (20-300 

mV/mm) that this study has targeted for fibroblast stimulation. While the EF maximum in the 

XY plane for a voltage input of 100 mV was 131 mV/mm (Table 2), the EF maximum in the YZ 

plane for the same 100 mV input was 271 mV/mm. This maximum in the YZ plane is higher 

than the XY plane maximum, which should be taken into consideration for determining final 

voltage input values.  

 

Table 3. Electric field points at the center of pores across mesh area with Vin=100mV. Modeled 
with maximum distance separation of anode/cathode.  
X-axis Point (mm) Y-axis Point (mm) EF (mV/mm) 

-0.63 1.50 5.64 
0.88 1.50 7.65 
1.63 2.25 5.43 
1.63 0.75 8.16 
2.38 1.50 5.93 
3.13 2.25 5.82 
3.13 0.75 5.22 
3.89 1.50 5.34 
5.39 1.50 4.18 

Average EF 5.93 ± 	1.24 
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Table 4: Values of EF in the Z-axis plane. Measurements taken in increasing distances above the mesh 
surface located at Z=0.21mm 
X-Axis Location (mm) Y-Axis Location (mm) Z-Axis Location (mm) EF (mV/mm) 
Point 1: X,Y (0.6,0.453) 

0.600 0.453 0.214 67.3 
0.600 0.453 0.279 57.0 
0.600 0.453 0.356 39.8 
0.600 0.453 0.527 20.1 

Point 2: X,Y (2.35,1.50) 
2.35 1.50 0.218 16.3 
2.35 1.50 0.277 16.4 
2.35 1.50 0.354 16.4 
2.35 1.50 0.526 15.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 16. XY location where Z-axis EF was measured.  
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Figure 17. Z-axis area of EF which shows a quick decline in EF magnitude further from mesh 

surface and EF propagation at moderate levels within the 20-300 mV/mm stimulation range. 

a,b,c) Point 1 (P1) and d,e,f) Point 2 (P2) shows higher EF propagation above conductive layer 

than below (through PP mesh). Images a) d) were imaged on an EF color scale of 0-300mV/mm, 

while b) d) on a scale of 0-50mV/mm and c) f) on a scale of 0-20 mV/mm. Vin=100mV. 

 
3.4.6 Insulated Unit Model 

 With the conductive material chosen, and the anode and cathode distances established, 

the final element that the future hernia mesh product required was the verification of similar EF 

when a conductive insulated wire is incorporated into the unit model. For all voltage intensities 

tested in the voltage sweep (Table 2), the same sweep was used where the anode and cathode 

were located at opposite ends of the insulated component, as expected in the future product. The 

insulated unit model showed consistently lower values of EF compared to the non-insulated 

idealized unit model. Figure 18 shows the two model’s anode/cathode locations and visualized 

EF, and Figure 19 shows a linear increase in EF as Vin increases for both insulated and non-

a) 

 e) 

 

P1

f) 

d) 

 

P1

c) 

b) 
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insulated unit models. A linear trendline for EF measured midway across the insulated model 

area was also found, despite being much lower than the maximum EF at the anode/cathode. Both 

model’s electric fields were created by a Vin = 100mV, where the non-insulated unit model had a 

maximum EF at the anode/cathode of 131 mV/mm and the insulated EF was 91.2 mV/mm. Not 

only does the insulated model show that a decent level of EF will still be propogated in vitro, but 

the full area across the mesh should also receive similar values of stimulation as the model 

without an insulated component in PBS solution. The linear trendline makes predicting EF 

values for future work more accurate to target the proposed fibroblast proliferation range.  

 

 
 

Figure 18. a) Non-insulated unit model anode/cathode locations and visualized EF and b) 

silicone insulated conductive wire unit model anode/cathode locations and visualized EF. Both 

models used Vin = 100mV and EF range of 0-20mV/mm.  

a) b) 
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Figure 19. Comparison of electric field for an insulated unit model and an idealized unit model 

without an insulated component. Both show linear trendlines as Vin increases.  

 

3.5 Discussion 

Given that the goal of this study was to model a conductive hernia mesh that could aid in 

the future design of an electrically stimulated hernia mesh, the results gave insight into many 

faucets and possibilities of what could be done to achieve this later product.  

All measurements of EF for the XY electric field propagation were taken at the Z-plane 

of 0.21mm, which is just above the mesh conductive surface in PBS solution in order to 

determine the maximum values the model produced around the mesh. This was done because, as 
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the distance from the mesh surface was increased, the EF decreased (Figure 17). Knowing the 

greatest predicted EF the future in vitro cells would experience, near or in direct contact with the 

mesh surface modeled in this study, could determine whether the cells are encouraged to 

proliferate or killed from high intensity EF instead.  

The first consideration was the conductive material layer. While the selection of gold 

over its biocompatible partners (platinum and titanium) was simple for the purposes of the 

model, platinum or titanium could be a better material to use when this model is made into a 

product. Besides biocompatibility, the material choice is dictated by how manageable it is to 

obtain and how the metal coating on the mesh can be achieved. The product version of the 

chosen material may also be influenced by surgeons’ preferences. Another major consideration 

on material options is the cost of the material. Platinum shares many of the same biocompatible 

properties as gold and could be a viable option for the metal electrode layer, but platinum can be 

more expensive than gold. Titanium on the other hand is much less expensive and still 

biocompatible, but it is also considerably less conductive than platinum or gold. The material 

ultimately chosen should enhance tissue strength in whatever capacity it can lend to hernia 

repair.  

Another major consideration this study set to determine was the voltage amplitude for 

fibroblast cellular proliferation. Based on this study’s computations on the unit model, an 

expected range of voltages were determined to be possible between a Vin of 20 and 250 mV. This 

approximate voltage range is predicted within the unit model to be able to create a maximum EF 

at the anode/cathode points of 26.2-328 mV/mm (Table 2). The verification of this EF range is 

important to ensure tissues would not be subjected to stimulation that may harm the fibroblasts. 
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The range predicted for fibroblast proliferation based on recent research publications should be 

further refined through continued literature review and in vitro studies [3,4,18-20].   

  For the placement of the anode and cathode, the model showed that the further the anode 

and cathode were from each other on the unit model, the more area around the electrode mesh 

would be stimulated from the induced electric field. Placing the anode/cathode closer together 

provided a more concentrated electric field for the area directly between them. While this closer 

proximity may be beneficial in some studies, the general goal for this electrically active hernia 

mesh is to stimulate the whole region surrounding the hernia wound to strengthen the tissues. 

There may also be some benefit in aligning the anode and cathode across the hernia wound for 

cells to be stimulated as close to the wound as possible. Wounds naturally have the endogenous 

EF to guide cells to the wound, but the AC stimulation has not shown to directly pull cells 

towards any direction [6]. Regarding the area of stimulation, the voltage sweep and points at 

pore centers measuring EF showed that not only were large regions of the model able to be 

stimulated from two points (anode/cathode) some distance apart, but even in the lowest EF 

region, there was still moderate EF values that would aid in cellular proliferation in a product 

application of this model. As stated previously, the measurements for EF across the mesh’s area 

were place in the center of pores to measure the EF level a cell not in contact with the mesh 

would experience. Cellular proliferation through direct contact with current is not within the 

scope of this study.  

The product application unit model incorporated the insulated wire for electrode 

extension. Using the furthest anode/cathode placement at opposite ends of insulated wire, the 

insulated unit model showed lower EF values than its counterpart that had the anode/cathode at 

the maximum corners of the idealized unit model (Figure 18). Despite this, the EF values from 
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the insulated unit model were not significantly lower than its comparator and cellular stimulation 

would still be very possible. The lower EF is possibly due to the smaller distance between the 

anode and cathode. The proposed unit model design, using the insulated connection point, did 

allow the electric field to expand across the electrode area without the use of long wires (Figure 

9). This creates a promising set up for the piezoelectric device to connect to the conductive mesh 

without compromising stimulation of the maximum area possible.  

Considering these results, this model and product design, when physically produced, 

should allow surgeons to cut the sputter coated hernia mesh wherever they desire. Multiple 

insulated connection points would be needed at intervals parallel to each other across the mesh 

piece to accommodate mass production of hernia mesh (Figure 21). These parallel insulated 

connection points should not modify the current mesh preparation and procedure significantly. 

The surgical instructions would be minimal and cover how to connect the piezoelectric current 

source to maximize the area of stimulation.  

 

Figure 20. Large scale mesh design where unit models connected make up a larger product of a 

continuous mesh that can be cut to size and need. Possible spacing of contact points noted in 

green.  
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The future product application of the insulated conductive unit model requires that each 

insulated connection point be a small distance apart, relative to hernia size, to ensure the full 

region around the hernia receives at least a moderate level of EF. Anitha et al. (2018) found that 

the average size of mesh used in hernia repair is 7.5x7.5cm to 7.5x15cm [56]. A large-scale 

production of conductive mesh (the proposed future product with continual connections of the 

unit model) also needs a set distance at which the woven insulated wire makes contact with the 

conductive mesh surface. This contact point would be the location at which the anode/cathode 

creates the opposite side of the EF. An average spacing of the contact points is proposed to be 

every 6.5cm, based on the average hernia mesh used in surgery and to accommodate smaller than 

the stated average hernias. However, a future production of this product could instead consider a 

product line with small, medium, and larger spacing between contact points and insulated 

connections to facilitate the individual patient needs.  

3.5.1 Limitations 

 One of the limitations found within any computational model is the gap between what is 

possible to model and what is known to be possible outside of the computation in a physical 

model. For example, COMSOL® multiphysics, while a very powerful and useful tool, cannot 

currently model any design with components smaller in size than 1/10000 of the largest 

component dimension in the model. This limitation is due to the mathematical relationship of the 

function f(x) = *
+
 . As the limit of x in the function f(x) goes to infinity, the function goes to zero 

( lim
+→-

*
+
= 0 ). To compute the FEA, COMSOL’s hardware uses partial differential equations 

(PDE) to approximate the model to what would be the values in a physical model [57]. This is 

similar in concept to how integration takes slices of infinitesimally small thicknesses to solve for 
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the area under a function curve. While 10,000 is not very close to the value of infinity, any 

function with a denominator much larger or increasing faster than its numerator will force the 

function to approach 0. This is why the FEA solving becomes more difficult and time consuming 

for the computational aspect, since the elements within the FEA mesh are approaching an 

infinitely small area. COMSOL does not directly state why they chose to use the limitation of 

1/10000. However, the computational power that is required to solve smaller and smaller 

elements may be outside of the program’s capability at this time. 

For this study, that smallest component limitation was a thickness of 548nm since one 

component had a depth (y length) of 5.48mm. From literature review and practical applications, 

it is not necessary or logical to use a conductive metal thickness of 20,000nm for this product 

design. But with this being acknowledged, it can be taken into account when considering the 

results from the unit model.  

 Another limitation within this study is the 3D constructed view of the hernia mesh. The 

actual woven monofilament diameters are 0.0125mm, which had to be approximated in the 

model to a group thickness of 0.2mm. Even though the pores between monofilaments are very 

small, they are assumed to not exist within the study model and cannot be accounted for in this 

computation of conductance or electric field. Furthermore, the woven joints at intersection of 

monofilaments are flexible and are designed to allow movement. By assuming the mesh is a rigid 

and has larger solid filaments of 0.2mm wide, the metal conductive layer cannot be verified in 

this computational model to allow movement at all, or that upon movement, the conductive layer 

would still be connected to conduct the current for the circuitry. Additionally, since the insulated 

model was compared to the unit model with the furthest separation of anode/cathode, two 

variables were changed: anode/cathode placement and the addition of the insulated wire. It was 
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determined that the lower EF in the insulated model was due to closer anode/cathode, but the 

effect of the insulated material on the EF through the PBS solution should be studied. Due to 

these limitations, the unit model is considered idealized. 

 The tissue targeted for cellular proliferation and overall strengthening in hernia repair is 

soft tissues. But there are many different cell types within that generic tissue location. This study 

picked fibroblasts since they are essential to the skin and muscle healing, and the literature 

reviews agreed that fibroblasts respond to electrical stimulation promptings for proliferation 

[3,4,18,19]. What is not considered is that the proliferation range of EF for fibroblasts used in 

this model may be determinantal to another cell type in the same region. Without researching all 

the impacts an electric field intensity has on the cells for a given soft tissue region, an in vivo 

study using this model would be assuming a lot of factors are negligible.  

 In regard to what AC and DC is on a fundamental level, there is some question as to what 

happens within the conductive materials as an EF is created. Since this study was designed to 

show a maximum EF range across a conductive hernia mesh, it is possible the difference in 

maximum EF between the DC and AC model comparisons is due to the AC capabilities that DC 

does not have. Furthermore, since the maximum EF values were measured from the peak 

amplitude timepoint within the AC frequency, this AC model does not actually represent time. 

This model shows a snapshot of an AC stimulation that could be for all intents and purposes a 

DC model and the 1MHz frequency would not matter. This comparison of AC/DC and the 

factors that control their function within COMSOL® is not directly known and therefore limits 

the conclusions that can be made at this time without further studies.  
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3.6 Conclusion 

By comparing the electric fields for fibroblast cellular proliferation with the range of 

electric fields created by a voltage sweep in this COMSOL® computational model of electrically 

conductive hernia mesh, the voltages noted by Norman (2021) that can be produced from a 

piezoelectric device should be achievable to replicate in this modeled product design. A small 

piezoelectric device or other voltage source would be attached to the conductive metal coated 

polymer mesh to produce an electric field across the hernia mesh area to encourage fibroblasts 

nearby to proliferate and strengthen the weakened tissues. Based on the results of this unit model 

and recent research publications, this model used within the input voltage range of               

20mV – 250 mV, would increase cellular proliferation of fibroblasts. The single unit electrically 

conductive hernia mesh COMSOL® model is not only a steppingstone towards reducing 

recurrence through cellular proliferation, but also a step towards better wound healing in all parts 

of the body where fibroblasts may be found.  

3.7 Future Work 

 In continuation of this study, a verification of the electric field produced in this model 

through the surrounding PBS solution should be done. Direct measuring of EF in solution is 

difficult to do due to measuring probes in solution changing the EF as they enter the field [58]. 

A cellular proliferation in vitro study could be measured instead by quantifying the number of 

cells in a voltage sweep, and then comparing the confluence of the cells at the different voltage 

levels to other research studies for specified EF, circumventing the issues surrounding EF 

measuring. This would possibly indicate how close the COMSOL® model’s values are to the 

actual EF the cells would experience in vitro.  
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 Within the 3D model of this mesh design, it was found that as the EF propagates from the 

mesh surface outward in the YZ plane, the YZ maximum may not be the same as the maximums 

found in the XY plane. In order to predict the most accurate voltage input range for fibroblast 

proliferation, a voltage sweep across the mesh at intervals should be conducted and compared to 

the XY voltage sweep (Table 2). 

 For the material chosen to be the metal electrode layer, physical comparisons should be 

done that test adhesion and flaking during handling. A mesh called TiMESH, made by PFM 

Medical Inc., is a mesh available for surgical use [59]. Since this company already has a measure 

of success with this product, it would be prudent to test titanium as an electrode layer in vitro as 

well. Since titanium does have a capacity to conduct current, it could be a viable electrode metal 

choice.  

 The surface chemistry of the mesh and metal, while known to some degree due to general 

material properties, should be checked to ensure the mesh’s hydrophobic nature is not 

compromised by any steps taken in coating and that the tissues in vivo would not adhere to the 

mesh. Hydrophobic/hydrophilic tests could be done simply measuring the contact angle of the 

material surface, but other surface characterizations such as SEM, Raman scattering, and infrared 

spectroscopy would be beneficial for noting other material properties not readily observed.  

 Another important question that needs to be determined before this model can be 

developed into a product is how the conductive mesh filaments will interact with each other        

in vitro if an AC stimulation causes secondary EF’s and “eddies” (parallel resonance) in nearby 

conductive materials [52,60]. While the mesh conductive surface may be one unit, the individual 

mesh filaments may interfere with each other due to being parallel. COMSOL® is a multiphysics 

FEA modeling software and may be capable of predicting the parallel resonance, but the small 
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nature of this model makes it difficult to determine. Future studies will need to determine all this 

and other questions yet to be determined.   
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Appendix A: Preliminary Testing for Electrode Metal Coating  

Abstract 

 Hernia repair with the incorporation of a support mesh significantly reduced the numbers 

of recurrence seen in patients to 32% [1,2)]. This percentage of individuals is still very large and 

should be reduced by modifying the methods or materials used in hernioplasty. In general, 

recurrence is due to the weakened tissues at the site of the hernia still being weak and under the 

same, if not more, strain, which results in the hernia retearing. Since electrical stimulation of 

tissues has shown to encourage cellular proliferation, it is reasonable to expect similar results by 

the incorporation of an electric field across the hernia mesh [3]. The proposed method of 

achieving this utilizes a thin conductive layer of gold added to the surface of polypropylene 

hernia mesh. Several methods of gold application to the mesh were examined and tested, but the 

only method that could be done and showed success was by sputter coating. Not only did the 

gold layer adhere well to the surface when handled and mechanically stretched, but the 

conductivity across the mesh also showed positive results since the sputter coating allowed for 

all points across the woven mesh to be connected. The method of sputter coating gold onto the 

surface of polypropylene hernia mesh proved to be the best for continued research in this study.  

Introduction 

 Mesh Properties 

Hernioplasty is the surgical procedure and use of support mesh for addressing hernia 

wounds. Hernioplasty was developed as a continuation of herniorrhaphy, which only sutured the 

hernia wound and did not use mesh [4]. Since then, hernioplasty became the accepted practice 

for hernia repair and because of this, the development of new and optimized mesh began. 

Polypropylene (PP) was one of the first materials that showed good results in tissue acceptance 
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and reduced recurrence [5]. Part of PP’s success in hernia repair is due to its hydrophobicity that 

prevents the tissues from adhering [6,7]. The other major contributor to PP’s positive results is 

its mechanical characteristics and their approximation to the native tissue’s density and 

toughness [2]. Matching the tissues mechanical strengths is crucial to ensure the mesh supports 

the weakened area. If the mesh is too elastic, the hernia site may retear [2,8,9]. Mesh that is too 

rigid causes the sutured anchor points of the mesh to pull on the tissues when the tissues stretch, 

that not only causes pain for the individual but also can cause other hernias in the region [10]. 

Because of these issues, an effective hernioplasty should use a mesh that matches the tissues’ 

mechanical characteristics as closely as possible.  

 Despite the positive attributes of PP and other meshes used in hernioplasty, the numbers 

of recurrence, the retearing of a previous hernia site, have only dropped from 63% to 32% [1,2, 

11]. Recurrence should not be a prevalent event, given that over a million individuals have 

hernia repair surgery every year [12,13]. With an effective hernia repair using mesh, there should 

be far fewer recurrence incidents.  

To achieve the desired results of fewer recurrence, the current mesh being used requires 

something more or an adaptation. With the use an electrical stimulation, the tissues could be 

prompted to not only heal more quickly, reducing the time an infection could occur, but the 

greater number of cells in the region would strengthen the region near the stimulation [3,14]. 

Positive results show electrically stimulated cells can be influenced to move perpendicular to a 

wound when an electric field is placed across the wound, which is called electrotaxis [15]. Since 

the body physiology relies heavily on electric potentials, wounds in the soft tissue already show 

an endogenous electric field (EF) of 100-200 mV/mm [16]. Any additional electrical stimulation 

then enhances the speed in which the healing process occurs [16-18]. This incorporation of an 
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electrical field across a hernia mesh requires the addition of a conductive material by which the 

current can be carried. 

 Electrode Materials 

 In choosing the material best suited for conducting a small current inside the body, the 

material’s biocompatibility is of upmost importance. The second characteristic for the electrode 

material is conductivity. Several materials that are biocompatible and conductive would be 

effective but can become toxic to the body when nanometer size particles migrate into the tissues 

[19]. The materials that meet these three general requirements (biocompatible, conductive, and 

non-toxic) are gold, platinum, and titanium. Each of these materials are used in current medical 

devices, but gold and platinum are significantly more conductive (Table 4). When the materials 

were compared in COMSOL®, a metaphysis finite element analysis software, a model of the 

electric fields showed some differences in electric field intensity, but that is negligible when the 

voltage input can be adjusted to meet the intensity desired for cellular stimulation. Material cost 

should also be considered in a medical device, and although all the materials are received well by 

the native tissues, gold and platinum are considerably more expensive to use in a device than the 

same amount of titanium [20-22]. Overall, gold and platinum are more conductive than titanium, 

but both gold and platinum are expensive, the choice in material is then determined by ease of 

use and attainability. For the three options considered for adding a conductive layer, gold was the 

most versatile and attainable in forms for multiple application methods. 
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Table 5: Possible electrode materials and their attributes 

Material Biocompatibility Conductance (S) Cost 2”x0.125’ 

Gold[20] Excellent 4.37e7 $10,598.00  

Platinum[21] Ideal 9.43e6 $7,150.00  

Titanium[22] Highest Rated 7.407e5 $90.00  

  

Methods 

Mesh Preparation 

Each gold application method was tested on a 10x10cm of polypropylene mesh 

(PPKM505 58 GSM) from Surgical Mesh™ Division Textile Development Associates, Inc.. The 

mesh samples were cut from a larger roll and the edges left raw, and the gold samples used for 

coating were rated at 99% purity or greater.  

Electrode Coating 

  Hot Melt 

 The first method tried utilized a hot iron to melt a thin gold foil layer to the surface. Since 

the melting temperature of gold (1064°C) is significantly higher than polypropylene’s melting 

point (160°C), the temperature of the iron was set to under the PP melting point. Since the PP 

fibers were so thin, only the surface of the mesh required warming to adhere the mesh to the foil.  

  Liquid Application 

 The second method for adding a layer of gold to the mesh was unable to be performed 

due to lack of biologically safe liquid forms of gold. If attained, the mesh could be coated by thin 

and evening brushing of the paint or laying the mesh sample into a thin poured layer of the paint. 
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Aerosolized gold paint was also considered, but without the right airbrushing equipment, it was 

still not able to be tested.  

  Adhesive  

 Similar to the hot melt method, the method of adhering a gold layer utilized a thin foil. A 

few medical grade adhesives were looked into, but most of them stipulated they were only for 

external use. Common glue could have used for proof of concept, but without a readily attainable 

biologically safe adhesive for internal use, this method was not deemed the best method to move 

forward with. 

Sputter coating   

 Sputter coating, the last application option considered, used an EMS150R S Quorum with 

a rotating stage for even coating (Figure 21). The mesh samples were placed on glass slides and 

fixed in place with double sided lab grade tape to prevent the mesh from falling off during the 

process. Since gold is one of the common sputter targets used, the machine had pre-set programs 

that could be selected. The program parameters for a gold target and 100nm of deposition were 

current (60 mA), chamber pressure (1x10-1 Pa), with a deposition rate of 13-20 nm/min at a 

density of 19.32 g/m3. After the sputter cycle was complete and the chamber depressurized, the 

samples were removed from the glass slide and pressed flat to prevent curvature and for later 

ease of handling.  
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Figure 21. a) EMS150R S Quorum sputter coater used to create electrode gold layer, and b) 

rotational stage inside the sputter chamber.  

 

Adhesion and Conductivity Tests 

 After the gold was adhered to the mesh, the samples from the two application methods 

were tested for strength of adhesion and conductivity. According to ASTM B571 that stipulates 

adhesion testing methods for electrodeposition of gold, the samples were bent repeatedly, 

scraped lightly and handled, stretched repeatedly in all directions, and peeled using adhesive tape 

[25]. Conductivity was tested by a use of voltmeter (AMPROBE 34XR-A) that measured the 

resistance between two points on the surface at increasing distances.  

Results 

 Hot Melt 

 The use of a hot iron to melt only the very surface of the mesh for adhering to the gold 

foil was, in short, not effective. Not only was the iron difficult to adjust to the right temperature 

to prevent melting, but the nature of the gold foil made it often appear to be adhering to the mesh 

through static electricity. When the iron was too hot, the mesh melted to the point of complete 

a) b) 
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melting and deformation. An iron at too low of a temperature allowed the gold to flake off when 

it was touched or brushed (Figure 22). Both resulted in a gold coating that would not allow 

conduction of a current across it since continuity of the gold was sporadic.  

 

 

Figure 22. Hot melt gold foil application where a) gold held by static electricity until disturbed 

and easily brushed off and b) shows a shriveled section that melted under too high of heat.  

 

Sputter Adhesion 

 For most samples that were sputter coated, the visual results showed an even and 

continuous gold layer over the mesh surface. The gold adhesion tests also showed very minimal 

gold flaking from handling, light scraping, mechanical stretching, and removal by another 

adhesive surface and conductivity was still reading from opposite sides of mesh (Figure 23). 

There was some issue with the sputter coating process, in the event the mesh was not well 

adhered to the glass slide, where the mesh would become heated and curl into itself as the PP 

melted in outer regions that were too near the target.  

a) b) 
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Figure 23. Adhesion tests that show a) locations of gold missing where b) adhesive tape lifted 

small parts of gold away. c) Minimal flaking or gold loss from mechanical stretching and d) gold 

left after light scraping.  

 

Electrical Capability 

 Since the gold foil melt did not show connected and continuous gold, there was no reason 

to test its conductive capacity and resistance. The sputter coated samples, however, showed 

continuous gold connection and therefore conduction at all points and distances. Resistance 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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readings were small, and therefore often difficult to read from the voltmeter, but the sputter 

coated mesh was conductive even after the mesh sample had been handled and stretched 

repeatedly.  

Discussion  

Due to the difficulty in handling of gold foil and the mesh being mechanically 

compromised, the hot melt of gold onto PP surface does not make it a viable option for continued 

use. The sputter coating, however, shows decent results for continued tested and moving towards 

in vitro studies. For the gold being used, it is important that it is medical grade and has a purity 

level greater than 99%. Since the goal for this electrically stimulated mesh is to use in in vivo, the 

allowable toxins should be almost none and non-toxic to the tissues. The thickness of the gold 

layer is also questionable, since other studies use anywhere from 5-500nm thickness of metal for 

cellular stimulation through electric fields [23,24]. For the purposes of this study and at a 

thickness of 100nm, the metal electrode showed good connectivity and little flaking, which was 

the general goal. This thickness should be verified for optimal product concept in later studies. 

Medical devices, when coated with gold through electrodeposition, do have standards for 

thickness, which may apply to this future device. The MIL-G-45204 (military grade) code for 

medical devices stipulates a minimum thickness of .00002 inch (508nm), which is significantly 

more than the thickness tested in this study but may not be applicable for this device design or be 

optimal for biocompatibility [25].  

Conclusion 

Considering the biocompatible and conductive materials used in medical devices, gold 

was the optimal material for preliminary testing for a hernia mesh electrode. The various 

methods tested for applying the gold to the mesh surface showed that sputter coating was 
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effective, efficient, and allowed for good conduction across the mesh, while melting a gold foil 

to the mesh was ineffective and mechanically compromised the polymer. For a conductive metal 

to be added to existing medical grade hernia mesh, the sputter coating of gold is the best method 

considered and tested in this study.  

Future Work  

 As with any medical device intended for internal use, surface chemistry is an important 

factor. Polypropylene mesh is naturally hydrophobic, which prevents tissue bonding and chronic 

pain for patients [6,7]. A metal layer added would change this surface condition to the new 

material’s characteristics. Thickness of the conductive metal should also be further tested in vitro 

to ensure the tissues are not harmed and the overall device design is optimized.  
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Appendix B: COMSOL® Workflow and Parameters Used 
 
Selections to Begin New Model 
Step 1: Select New “Model Wizard” 
Step 2: Select Space Dimension, “3D” 
Step 3: Select Physics, AC/DC, “Electric Currents (ec)” and “Electrostatics (es)” 
Step 4: Select Study, “Time Dependent”  
 
 
 

 
Figure 24. a) General workflow and parameter outline that shows result plots and b) with 
definitions and materials shown.  
 

a) b) 
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Figure 25. Waveform (wv1) of input voltage with a period of 1MHz and amplitude (Vin).  
 
 
 

 
Figure 26. Study: Time Dependent based on frequency, from 2.5x10-7 to 7.5x10-7 (+peak to           
-peak) with a step size of 1x x10-8.  
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Figure 27. Auto populated ec and es model assignments for identifying circuit structure.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 28. Electric potential assignment to element #90, with V0 (voltage) dependent on wv1 as 
a function of t and inverse s. 
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Figure 29. Geometry units for full model design.  
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 30. Geometry configuration in a) xy-axis, b) xz-axis, c) orthogonal and d) yz-axis views.  
 

a) 

d) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 31. Finite element (FEA) mesh parameters, utilizing extra fine element size. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 32. FEA mesh element visualization with a) xy-axis, b) xz-axis, c) orthogonal and d) yz-
axis views. 
 
 
  

a) 

d) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 33. Workflow with 2D slices of electric potential (ec and es) results. 
 
 

 
Figure 34. 3D plot settings for electric potential (es) at 2.5E-7 timepoint. 
 

 
Figure 35. a) Electric current (mA/mm2) 2D slice to show b) current through 3D model.  

a) 

b) 
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Figure 36. 3D plot settings for electric potential (ec) at 2.5E-7 timepoint. 
 
 

 
Figure 37. a) Electric current (mV/mm) 2D slice to show b) electric field through 3D model. 
 
 


